GENERAL
1. All existing concrete and wood members which will be part of the new floor system shall be deemed in good condition and serviceable after being inspected and tested by the manufacturer's representative, and in accordance with the requirements of the Building Code. All new materials shall be certified by the manufacturer before being used in the building.
2. All new steel and wood members shall meet or exceed the requirements of the Building Code. The new steel shall be certified by the manufacturer before being used in the building.

MUSCLE PLANE CONNECTIONS
1. This is a sample plan of a 1200 SF home with a "light" construction. The connection to the existing floor shall be designed to transfer the loads from the new floor to the existing floor. The connection shall be designed to meet the requirements of the Building Code.

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
1. The reinforcement schedule provides the amount and type of reinforcement required for the new floor system. The schedule shall be verified by the manufacturer before being used in the building.

CONSTRUCTION DATA
1. This section provides the construction data for the new floor system. The data shall be verified by the manufacturer before being used in the building.

FOOTNOTES FROM PAGE 31
1. Table 3.1 provides the specifications for the new floor system. The specifications shall be verified by the manufacturer before being used in the building.
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